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Saint Leo University 
 

CRM 333  
Violent Crime 

 
 

Course Description:  
This course is a comprehensive overview of the problems and types of violent crime occurring in the 
United States. Course analysis includes youth gang violence, serial homicide, mass murder, domestic 
violence, and sexual battery in contemporary society. The nature and extent of these deviant acts along 
with official reports and surveys that provide measurement techniques of violent crime will be detailed. 
Included will be coverage of law enforcement, prosecution, and correctional efforts aimed at curtailing 
violent crime. 
 
Prerequisite:  
None 
 
Textbooks: 
Delisi, M. and Conis, P.J., (2018). Violent Offenders: Theory, Research, Policy, and Practice, (3rd ed.). 
Burlington, MA: Jones and Bartlett Learning. ISBN 9781284129014 
 
Commercial software program templates are available for purchase to assist in the correct formatting for 
use of APA. One example is found at http://www.perrla.com/. 
 
Recommended Reading: 
Miethe, T.D., McCorkle, R.C., and Listwan, S.J. (2006). Crime profiles: The anatomy of dangerous    
     persons, places, and situations (3rd ed.). Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing Company.  

ISBN-10: 1931719578; ISBN-13: 978-1931719575 
 
Learning Outcomes: 
As a result of this course, students will: 

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the Saint Leo University Core Value of Respect and how it is 
violated in violent crime. 

2. Comprehend concepts of violent crime. 
3. Recognize the shortcomings of “statistical reporting” of violent crime. 
4. Identify the extent of serial homicide and mass murder in contemporary society. 
5. Differentiate typologies of gangs and the critical variables of youthful offenders. 
6. Understand theories of murder and parameters of domestic violence in society. 

 
Core Value: 
Respect: Animated in the spirit of Jesus Christ, we value all individuals' unique talents, respect their 
dignity, and strive to foster their commitment to excellence in our work. Our community's strength 
depends on the unity and diversity of our people, on the free exchange of ideas, and on learning, living, 
and working harmoniously. 

Evaluation:  

Assessment Points Each Points Total Percentage 

Discussions (8) 10 80 15% 
Reaction Papers (5) 20 100 20% 
Midterm Exam  40 20% 
Final Exam  40 20% 
Research Paper  100 25% 

Total  360 100% 
    

Grading Scale:   
 

http://www.perrla.com/
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 Grade Score (%) 
A 94-100 
A- 90-93 
B+ 87-89 
B 84-86 
B- 80-83 
C+ 77-79 
C 74-76 
C- 70-73 
D+ 67-69 
D 60-66 
F  0-59 

 
Discussions  
Each module will include a discussion assignment in which you are required to participate. See the 
Discussion Guidelines in the Start Here menu for further information.  
 
Reaction Papers 
A Reaction Paper is designed to develop and sharpen your critical thinking and writing skills. Your 
objective in writing this assignment is to define an issue clearly and to formulate and clarify your position 
on that issue by reacting to a controversial statement. Each of the five papers is worth 4% of the course 
grade. 
  
The paper must be at least 250-300 words, excluding the title page and reference page, and must adhere 
to the APA sixth edition writing format. Please reference the APA example given in the Resources 
section. If your paper does not comply with this format you will lose points. Please see the grading rubric 
in the Reaction Paper Guidelines in the Start Here menu. Please cite at least one reference from a 
website provided in the Webliography and one from your text book.  
 
Each Reaction paper should be submitted to the Assignment box no later than Sunday 11:59 PM 
EST/EDT of the module in which it is due. (Assignment box baskets for these assignments may be linked 
to Turnitin.)  
  
Midterm and Final Exams 
The 120-minute Midterm and Final examinations consist of 40 true-or-false questions.  
 
Research Paper  
You are required to select a course-related topic to research and then prepare a paper. The paper should 
include an overview of the subject and major relevant points relative to individual, community, social 
and/or legal implications or impacts. Moreover, the paper should incorporate the role of the Saint Leo 
University Core Value of Respect or the lack thereof as it relates to victimization. 
 
Furthermore, this paper shall contain a minimum length of 2500 words and must be written in APA style 
and formatted in a manner consistent with the most recent APA guidelines. The paper must include a 
running head, page numbers, cover page, abstract, introduction, body, summary of findings, conclusion, 
and reference page. References must be cited (in-text) using the APA format. A minimum of five (5) 
references are required, with no more than two (2) from Internet sources. Do not use Wikipedia 
references in your paper. Additional grading criteria will include clarity of presentation, quality of content, 
mastery of content, care and attention to detail, organization, originality of presentation, and the value and 
interest of the presentation, as well as proper grammar and punctuation. You must email the professor of 
your proposed topic no later than Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT of Module 3. 
 
 
The assignment must be your original work. You are required to use no more than 15% of others quoted 
work when completing any assignments within this course of study. Your research paper must therefore 
be 85% original. No previously submitted papers, articles, reports, or projects, in whole or in part, to any 
university or college will be accepted.  
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See the Research Paper Guidelines document in the Start Here for a listing of possible topics as well as 
the grading rubric for the assignment. 
 
Finally, submit the paper to the Assignment box no later than Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT of Module 6. 
(This Assignment box may be linked to Turnitin.) 
 
Written Assignments and the APA Format: 
The Department of Criminal Justice recognizes the value of excellence in writing for students in Criminal 
Justice. In part, each professor is expected to provide guidance on improving a student’s writing skills. 
Students are required to use only the APA (American Psychological Association) format to write and 
develop a scholarly paper for submission in the Social Sciences. APA has been adopted by the 
Department as its writing standard for all academic written assignments. No other writing style is 
acceptable.   
 
APA is the American Psychological Association, and the style is one of many in the academic world used 
to regulate the language, citations, procedure, and formatting of manuscripts and other examples of 
writing in the social sciences. Please be consistent throughout each written paper. Refer to APA Guide 
under Resources on the Course Menu for APA specifics.   
 
All projects, assignments, or papers submitted for grading will be required to include an abstract and 
reference page.  All references are to be cited using the American Psychology Association (APA) format 
(6th edition).  Other formats will not be accepted. For each scholarly paper and group assignment(s), the 
work will be assessed using an individual grading rubric for each assignment. This tool and process helps 
the students identify and professor measure the key points necessary to successfully complete written or 
group assignments. Wikipedia is not an appropriate source for any scholarly writing and is not permitted 
for any assignment in this program.   
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Class Schedule 
 
Module 1: Violent Offenders and Predatory Behaviors 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Relate a critical awareness of violent criminal traits and attributes. 

• Recall operational definitions of violent crimes. 

• Outline the prevalence of violent crime as well as the prevalent forms of violent crimes. 

• Explain the generalized causal factors for the occurrence of violent crime and predatory 
behaviors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Module 2: Socialization of Violent Criminal Offenders 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Explain how violent offenders develop and evolve. 

• Assess the criticality of applying transdisciplinary solutions to address violence. 

• Relate a perspective of the first longitudinal study of characteristics of homicide offenders and 
victims. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Module 3: Deviance and Predation 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Recall that persistent sex offenders constitute a small sub-group of the sex offender population. 

• Explain the different issues related to the heterogeneity of sexual murderers and sexual 
homicides. 

• Summarize crime and pre-crime factors involving sexual murders. 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Review the syllabus and textbook table of contents  

Read The assigned materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Introduction to the Discussion Board  Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Reaction Paper Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Begin Planning your Research Paper topic  

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Reaction Paper Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Continue Planning your Research Paper topic 
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Module 4: Gender Violence 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Compare homicide to other crimes of violence. 

• Distinguish the dynamics of domestic abuse. 

• Summarize the frequency of homicide offenders by gender and relationship. 

• Describe the risks associated with domestic violence. 

• Identify the problematic features of addressing domestic violence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Module 5: Gangs and Predatory Crimes 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Describe the prevalence of violent acts and predatory crimes committed by criminal gangs and 
organizations. 

• Explain crime via the traits that constitute psychopathy, and which correspond to the elemental 
characteristics of crime itself. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Reaction Paper Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Email Research Paper topic  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Reaction Paper Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Complete Midterm Examination  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Continue Developing Research Paper 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Reaction paper Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Continue Developing Research Paper 
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Module 6: Institutional Misconduct 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Compare and contrast the proactive and reactive forms of aggression. 

• Analyze each of the dimensional models of criminal predation. 

• Explain why different intervention strategies may be required to address the proactive and 
reactive criminal predatory behavior, respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Module 7: Cyber-Predators, Monitoring Known Criminal Predators and Sex Offending 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Examine the use of the Internet to expose children to sexually-related material and create 
encounters with predators who solicit them for sex. 

• Describe the purpose and use of sex offender registries. 

• Explain aspects of sex offending. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Module 8: Prosecuting Criminal Predators 
 
At the conclusion of this module, students will be able to: 

• Relate an understanding of prosecutorial considerations.  

• Explain aspects of the prosecutorial process. 

 
 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Submit Research Paper  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Action: Items to be Completed: Due No Later Than: 

Read Read the Assigned Materials 

Review Review Assigned websites Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Post Initial response to the Discussion Board Thursday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Post Post Responses to at least two classmates  Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 

Complete Complete Final Examination Sunday 11:59 PM EST/EDT 


